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Objective
The objective of the project was to design and analyze a vertical bike rack under the following guidelines:
•
•
•

Must be one single piece
Must be able to carry 1 bicycle.
Must use inventor for 3D design.

At the outset I decided that 3D printing would be the method of manufacture due to the ability to
physically prototype the design if necessary. Moreover, 3D printable designs can be readily shared, so a
successful design may be widely useful if shared on the internet.
With these given design constraints, I opted to create a design like the design in Figure 1. The perceived
benefit of the small hook design is that it keeps the moments on the component low, so less material is
required.

Figure 1: Example designs for vertical Bike Rack

First Design Iteration
For this design a 2D parametric sketch of the hook was used for the basic geometry. There were several
constraints added. In this case the two main areas sought to tune were the width of the hook elements
and the internal radius. The addition of constraints also allows the design to be sized for several different
tires and rims. In this case, a 6” diameter was chosen with a 5” gap since the rim and tire geometry is not
quite circular. These dimensions are kept invariant in the analysis. Moreover, the semi-circle used for the
inner arc was trisected to allow for easy modelling of the contact area between the component and the
inner part of the bike rim.

Figure 2: Constraints-Based Sketch of the Hook, demonstrating different configurations. Note that the inner arc is trisected to
allow for easy indication of load bearing face in analysis.

Manufacturing Process
One of the benefits of using 3D printing is that one does not have to worry about drafting of the
component to allow for removal of the mold. In this way the geometry is unconstrained. In order to
maximize the contact patch with the rim of the bike, the sketch was swept around an arc approximate to
the average bike inner rim radius of 10.5”. A 5-degree arc was chosen, again due to the average number
of spokes being roughly 36-40 on an adult sized bike. Naturally, this sweep operation makes injection
molding difficult, but it remains possible to CNC mill with conformal path planning in 3 axes or more simply
with 5 or more axes.

Figure 3: Sweeping of the sketch to maximize contact surface on the load-bearing face

Once I had the basic geometry constructed, I had to add mounting holes. However, as consequence of the
sweeping operation, the back of the hook was rounded. A chamfering operation was applied to the lower
edge to make this straight. I then added holes to the back using a reference plane. These were spaced 1
inch apart to allow for screwing into a 2”x4” stud, and ¼” in diameter to allow for common construction
screw sizes #6-#12. Sizes #6 and #8 are most commonly available, but #12 sizes are most preferable due
to the loads.

Figure 4: Application of Chamfering operation to flatten attachment surface

Figure 5: Location of screws, sized to attached to 2x4 stud using #6 or #8 screws

Parametric Design Study
The Inventor Stress Analysis tool was used to perform a parametric study of the component. ABS plastic
was chosen. For these initial studies I am assuming the 3D printed part will be filled, and I am omitting
any consideration and modelling of delamination in the 3D Printed part. There are, however, several
studies that provide modelling parameters for contact mechanics methods for 3D Printed ABS materials.
[1][2][3]
The constraints selected were the circular edge around the holes and the bottom edge of the back of the
bracket. The load was selected to be component wise -40 in Y and -40 in the Z axis simulating an
approximate load of 56lbs towards the center of mass of the bike. Most traditional steel framed mountain
bikes weigh less than 40lbs, so this is a slightly greater load than actual.[4]

Figure 6: ABS Plastic material properties

Figure 7: Fixed constraint locations

Figure 8: Load applied to face and component-wise loading of the hook

Figure 9: Selection of parameters for design study

Figure 10: Mesh settings for Inventor Stress Analysis

Figure 11: Mesh view of the component

Figure 12: Safety Factor results for 1-inch hook width

Figure 13: Safety Factor results for 2-inch hook width

Table 1: Results of first parametric Design study

Component Widths
1
1.5
2

Max Von Mises Stress
(ksi)
43
31
21

Volume (in^3)

Min Safety Factor (ul)

22
36
52

0.06
0.09
0.3

Second Design Iteration
In the second design iteration, counter sinks were added to the holes to allow for greater surface areas
along the screw. It was noted in the first design that the edge used as a constraint was below a desirable
safety factor. In addition, there was some modest material removal using filleting procedures around noncritical areas of the design. The inner radius of the hook was added to the parametric study to try to add
additional support by resizing this.
In the second design iteration, counter sinks were added to the holes to allow for greater surface areas
along the screw. In addition, there was some modest material removal using filleting procedures around
non-critical areas of the design. In addition the inner radius of the hook was added to the parametric
study to try to add additional support.

Figure 14: Redesigned component with added countersinks and radiused corners.

Figure 15: Addition of the inner radius to the design study

Figure 16: New Constraints with loads set on the faces of the countersinks

Figure 17: Mesh view with constraints and loads indicated.

Table 2: Results of second design study

Dimensions (Width,
Radius) (in)
1, 1
1.5, 1
2, 1
1, 1.5
1.5, 1.5
2, 1.5
1, 2
1.5, 2
2, 2

Max Von Mises Stress
(ksi)
9.41065
6.33496
5.01533
8.80154
5.54804
4.95617
12.3163
7.72083
4.85414

Volume (in^3)

Min Safety Factor (ul)

22.0861
36.2303
52.4032
22.4391
36.5832
52.7562
22.9277
37.0719
53.2448

0.308242
0.457897
0.578378
0.329573
0.522843
0.585281
0.235521
0.375705
0.597584

Figure 18: Safety Factor results around areas of constraint for 2-inch width and 2-inch radius configuration

Figure 19: Safety Factor results for 1-inch width and 1-inch radius configuration

Third Design Iteration
While the second design iteration was greatly improved, the countersinks were still an area of great
concern for the integrity of the component. In order to distribute the load over a large area the
countersinks were enlarged from 0.1” to 0.2”. In retrospect a more ideal method may been to have
specified a washer of a certain diameter. Without the radial and axial constraint introduced by the coneshape of the countersink, it would have been acceptable to allow the inside of the hole to be a valid
constraint. However, the enlargement of the countersinks proved to be a good improvement, and the
minimum safety factor was 0.672. Accounting for linearities, this would be suitable for around a 37
pound bike compared to the 56 pound bike simulated. Moreover, while running the Nastran analysis I
notices greater margins of safety, so I moved forward with this design. Some possibilities for the
incongruities between Nastran and the Inventor Stress Analysis are discussed in the following sections.

Figure 20: Highlight of enlarged countersink of 0.2 inch

Figure 21: Final Design configuration

Figure 22: Highlight of safety factor around countersinks (note mesh aspect ration changes around area of low safety factor)

Nastran Analysis
Nastran was used for the final verification and analysis of the design. The setup was made to be as similar
as possible to the Inventor Stress Analysis tool. With Nastran we have more comprehensive analysis of
material properties and physical systems. This difference is elucidated in the “discussion” section of this
paper.

Setup

Figure 23: Material Properties in Nastran In-CAD

Figure 24: Setup of constraints and loads, Identical to prior study

Fine Mesh Linear Analysis (element size 0.1 inch)

Figure 25: Mesh parameters for Nastran

Figure 26: Results of safety factor analysis mesh size 0.1 in, minimum result: 1.595

Figure 27: Result of displacement analysis, mesh size 0.1 in, maximum result: 0.2777in

Figure 28: Result of Von Mises Stress, mesh size 0.1in, maximum result 2971psi

Coarse Mesh Linear Analysis (element size 0.3 inch)

Figure 29: Mesh parameters for Nastran

Figure 30: Result of Safety Factor, mesh size 0.3in, maximum result 2.248

Figure 31: Result of Displacement, mesh size 0.3in, maximum result 0.276in

Figure 32: Result of Von Mises Stress, mesh size 0.3in, maximum result 2254psi

Modal Analysis
For the modal analysis all constraint and loads were kept consistent with the linear analyses. Mesh sizes
of 0.3 and 0.15 inch were used. It is unlikely that the device would experience any of these given cyclical
loads in operation as they are too high of a frequency.

Figure 33: Frequency vs Mode for Mesh size = 0.3

Figure 34: Frequency vs mode for Mesh Size = 0.15

Table 3: Frequency and Max Displacement for Mesh size = 0.15

Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6

Frequency (hz)
52.765129
110.0366
118.7613
230.25481
277.31
534.87341

Max Displacement (in)
43.1007
40.2528
45.5019
48.3247
49.6206
54.5332

Discussion
Table 4: Comparison of Mesh Sizes for Linear Analysis

Mesh Size (in)
0.1
0.3

Maximum Displacement (in)
0.277
0.276

Safety Factory
1.595
2.248

Von Mises Stress (psi)
2971
2254

For all cases, a finer mesh was preferable to a coarse mesh, and provided more pessimistic results ideal
for improvements. The area of most concern was the difference is results between the Inventor Stress
Analysis tool and Nastran. It is suspected that the difference is due to mesh construction or numerical
accuracy. In the case of the Autodesk FEA, the mesh is most likely generated using the underlying
boundary representation, whereas the Nastran tool seems to use a surface mesh and generates the
tetrahedral mesh using Voronoi-Delaunay algorithms. We can see in Figure 22 that the aspect ratio of the
triangles changes greatly where the counter sink meets the radius. Since width is a division in FEA this
change in dimensions leads to numeric instability. In contrast, we can see that the mesh generated by
Nastran has more consistent aspect ratios of the tetrahedra. Moreover, it is noticed that the Autodesk
tool seems to use GPU resources while computing. Natively GPUs support 32-bit floats, whereas CPUs
support 64-bit floats. If the Inventor tool is using GPU for the sparse matrix solver, the use of 32-bit floating
points on the GPU may also make this less accurate than Nastran’s use of the CPU 64bit processing. It is
further suspected this is the case since, given identical mesh sizes, the Autodesk FEA tool is notably faster
with computation on the desktop of under a minute, whereas Nastran may take an order of magnitude
longer.

Buckling Analysis
Buckling analysis was performed with component-wise load of -40 lb and -60 lb in Y and Z axes. This
translates across the surface into a pressure which is used for the simulation. A mesh size of 0.3 is used.
With the given eigen values buckling is not likely to occur. Moreover, due to the loading conditions and
geometry the most likely result is shearing of the component. However, the model predicts buckling at a
given load of approximately 1960 pounds in both cases.

Table 5: Buckling analysis results with pressure load applied on face of magnitude 56 pounds

Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Eigenvalue
-35.46
77.02
-110.75
-127.44
142.04
-159.89
-165.14
-167.32
-169.03
-172.18

Table 6: Buckling analysis results with pressure load applied on face of magnitude 84 pounds

Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Eigenvalue
-23.37
51.76
-73.33
-83.69
95.39
-107.20
-110.72
-112.24
-113.41
-115.18

Conclusion
The final component is designed suitable for 3D printing. The rack will support a bike of 56 pounds with a
safety factor of approximately 1.5. If 3D printed the component should be fully filled. The final volume of
the component is roughly 53 in^3. Given a cost of roughly $10 per kilogram for 3D printing of ABS, the
final component will cost approximately $8.63 to manufacture (omitting electricity costs). Overall, the
design should be suitable to print and use. The process of iterative design and analysis allowed for the
project to go through several iterations that would have otherwise consumed materials and created other
economic loss from failure. The initial two iterations would have taken almost a day to print, whereas the
simulation, and adjustment only took a few hours.

Figure 35: Final Component
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